
 

Number of responses received in total:  56  

I am:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am in favour of Lent Rise School lowering the age of admission to 3 years: 

 

 

 

Name:  52 names were provided 

Contact email: 51 contacted emails were provided 

Comments: 

 As the Grandparent/Guardian of my Granddaughter who will be 3 in Oct 2020, I was interested to read 
of this proposal. I and my husband who have our Daughter and Son-in-law living with us and our 
Granddaughter we are involved in her upbringing as we look after her when her parents are working 
and therefore interested in her education and well being. We have neighbours whose daughters have 
both attended Lent Rise School (The elder on passed to go to Burnham Grammar). As a Grandmother, I 
cannot say that Lent Rise would be where her parents would wish to send their daughter as they would 
need to visit the school as well as others in the area. But wanted to show an interest in your survey 
although it is the last day for submission. I am sending this as could not get onto the survey online. We 
as a family will be interested in the results of this Consultation with other parents/guardians in the 
area. As many pre-school children attend nursery's or childminders as so many parents have to work 
this early school be it part-time can only be a good idea. As children absorb so much information at this 
age. 

 We hope this plan will go ahead and are very keen on xxxx to be added to the waiting list 

 Would really benefit local children 

 Would be a great idea to have this in place for my daughter who will be 3 in September 

 Will admission criteria be the same as is for school currently?   If have older sibling already at school 
will they be able to go into their classroom at 8:45 or will they have to wait until 8:55? 

 I went to Lent Rise as a kid and was such a good school so they could give the younger generation an 
extra year of great education by starting them at the age of 3 instead of 4. 

 I live in Burnham and would be interested in this as my daughter turns 3 in 2020 

 
 

 
 

Pre School Consultation Survey Feedback  
2nd December 2019 to 31st January 2020 

 

 

 

A parent / guardian of a child at Lent 
Rise School  

78.57% 
44  

 
A parent / guarding of a pre school child  

7.14% 
4  

– 
A close neighbour of the school  

5.36% 
3  

– 
A member of the local community  

5.36% 
3  

– 
Other (please specify)  

3.57% 
2  

Yes  92.86% 
52  

 
No  

7.14% 
4  



 I think a preschool at Lent Rise would greatly benefit the community. I have 2 children at this school 
and would definitely place my youngest at the preschool when he turns 3 

 I am concerned for where the children will be based/their classrooms will be . The impact on current 
children at the school and resources 

 This would be ideal for me. Sounds like a brilliant idea. 

 This is a fantastic proposal and would really aid parents with children who go to the school with 
younger siblings. There is not many good pre school/Nursery’s around the area and I think Lent Rise 
will do a brilliant job. 

 Definitely need a pre school will be easy for parents who have pre school age kids. 

 There are already several issues on Coulson Way daily with cars and the way they are parked. Entering 
the road and leaving the road is un safe for drivers and people walking. Nobody monitors what is 
happening on the road daily 

 I am interested in principle but would need more details around specific needs and elements of the 
year group. 

 I have been waiting for Lent Rise to open a preschool for many years and I am very excited by this new 
development in your provision.  I think it’ll be an excellent boost for the school and local community. 

 This is a great initiative and I'm looking forward to it. 

 I am happy to have preschool. it will be very helpful for local resident 

 In this area we need a pre school 

 Great initiative, it makes sense 

 Brilliant idea 

 great idea 

 This is a very welcome change which we really hopes go ahead from Sep-2020. It will help us as parents 
and our child in a very positive way. We will look forward getting further updates . 

 I currently have one child in Y2 and one child in EY. 

 It would be highly beneficial for me and parents like me to be able to drop their 3 year old off at the 
same school as their older sibling rather than drive to a different school to drop off their child.   This 
would be much safer and less stressful than dropping children off at two different schools.  I live in the 
catchment for lent rise and walk to school to drop off my daughter and would like to walk to the same 
school and drop my 3 year old off rather than drive to a different school to drop him off.   This is a 
fantastic idea. 

 Really happy about this decision :) 

 I would be keen if xxx could stay a full day like her nursery hours are  8 -530, or i would have to find a 
childminder to pick her up and that adds logistical nightmares. 

 Always thought it would be great for our school to have preschool. It’s too late for my children but I’m 
sure would greatly benefit others in the future 

 I have a child that will be 3 the following academic year 2021 and would definitely be interested in Lent 
Rise offering places for 3 year olds in a nursery setting. Very exciting times for Lent Rise School. 

 Brother of xxxxx. It would be very convenient and I am sure a very good pre school experience and 
setting. 

 My son currently attends lent rise in year 1 and my other son turns 3 in July next year 2020 and I would 
find it much easier if both my children were in the same school saves me having to worry about drop 
off and pick up times with being late and knowing that they are both together in the same school 
would put me at ease. 

 This would be immensely convenient as I currently have to drop my younger boy to a further nursery 
even though Lent Rise School is 0.3 miles from home 

 I think this would be an excellent idea & having all 3 of my children in the same school would be much 
easier for me. 

 I can’t wait thank you so much really will be good for my boy who is three now. So happy cant tell you 
how much 

 I feel this will have a huge impact not only on my business as a childminder but also other nursery 
settings in the area and a huge increase on traffic in the area.. the traffic is already awful and needs to 
be looked in to 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


